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Intelligent systems based on first-order logic on the one hand, and on artificial neural
networks (also called connectionist systems) on the other, differ substantially. Logic
programs, for example, are highly recursive and well understood from the perspective
of knowledge representation and reasoning: Their semantics has been studied extensively
in the past, which makes it easy to encode problem specifications directly as programs.
One reason for the success of artificial neural networks lies in the fact that they can be
trained using raw data, and in some problem domains the generalization from the raw
data made during the learning process turns out to be highly adequate for the problem
at hand, even if the training data contains noise. Successful architectures, however, often
do not use recursive (or recurrent) structures. Furthermore, the knowledge encoded by
a trained neural network is only very implicitly represented, and no fully satisfactory
methods for extracting this knowledge in symbolic form are currently known.

It would be very desirable to combine the robust neural networking machinery with
symbolic knowledge representation and reasoning paradigms like logic programming in
such a way that the strengths of either paradigm will be retained. Current state-of-the-
art research, however – for surveys see [2, 3, 4] – fails by far to achieve this ultimate goal:
We are unaware of any connectionist system which can handle structured objects and
structure-sensitive processes in a satisfying way. First-order logic systems were designed
to cope with such objects and processes and, consequently, it is a long-standing research
goal to combine the advantages of connectionist and first-order logic systems in a single
system.

Earlier attempts to integrate logic and connectionist systems have mainly been re-
stricted to propositional logic, or to first-order logic without function symbols. With-
out the restriction to the finite case (including propositional logic and first-order logic
without function symbols), the task becomes much harder due to the fact that the un-
derlying language is infinite but shall be encoded using networks with a finite number
of nodes. One of the few approaches for overcoming this problem is based on a proposal
by Hölldobler et al. [7], spelled out first for the propositional case in [6], and reported
also in [5]. It is based on the idea that logic programs can be represented by their
associated single-step or immediate consequence operators. Such an operator can then
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be mapped to a function on the real numbers, which can under certain conditions in
turn be encoded or approximated e.g. by feedforward networks with sigmoidal activa-
tion functions. Turning such feedforward networks into recurrent ones allows for the
computation (in the propositional case) or approximation (in the first-order case) of the
semantics of the logic program.

The purpose of our presentation is twofold. First, we will give an overview of recent
progress made by us in the representation of first-order logic programs by connectionist
systems [5, 1]. We will then discuss in detail the following questions which we find of
central importance in order to advance towards an integration of logic and connection-
ism.

1. How can first-order terms be represented and manipulated in a connectionist sys-
tem?

2. How can first-order rules be extracted from a connectionist network?
3. How can distributed knowledge representation in connectionist networks be un-

derstood from a symbolic perspective?
4. How can established learning algorithms like backpropagation be combined with

symbolic knowledge representation in connectionist systems?
5. How can multiple instances of first-order rules be represented in a connectionist

system?
6. How can insights from neuroscience be used to design integrated systems which

are biologically feasible?
7. What is the exact relationship between neural-symbolic integration and chaos

theory? Can this be exploited?
8. What does a theory for the integration of logic and connectionist systems look

like?
9. Can such a theory be applied in a real domain outperforming conventional ap-

proaches?
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